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Tandem Venings on Major Environmental Issues
Speakers for AGM, Sunday 4th May
Aileen Vening - geographer, teacher and longtime SGCS member
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Gabrielle Vening – 4th year Environmental Science and Management student at Charles Sturt
University, Albury.
Gabrielle has just returned from studying and
travelling in India, Nepal, Thailand, Cambodia and
Bhutan. Her presentation will highlight some of
her recent travel experiences, focusing on environmental and population issues.
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For AGM details see inside back page
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President’s Annual Report
2013/2014 saw the Society involved with usual issues
of local and regional planning, catchment and coastal
management, climate change, coal seam gas, renewable energy, re-vegetation projects and ongoing weeding
at a number of locations in South Gippsland.
Our Bunurong Coast Education (BCE) through our adult
education and schools programs continues to grow in
popularity and reach into the broader community.
The Bunurong Environment Centre continues to be a
great venue for interaction with the community for education. The shop assists with ongoing funding and
stocks a growing range of locally produced products
and many fantastic books.
The passing of John Williams last June, long time stalwart and active lifetime member leaves a void in the
Society and is a reminder that some of us are getting
older and the need for the Society to engage and attract ‘younger’ members. To this end, it has been great
to see a number of new ‘younger’ members joining the
society this last year and becoming actively involved, in
amongst other things, working bees and our BCE programs. It would be great if all members could actively
recruit new members that included all age groups.
On Nov 2nd we joined with the Victorian National Parks
Association at Wilsons Promontory to protest against
the state government’s proposal for private development in our National Parks. A busload of 52 (plus several carloads) of us travelled down to the Prom to join
approximately 1,100 others in the “Hands off our
Parks” human sign and protest. Whist this great effort
(made all the more worthwhile by the beautiful views
coming down the hill towards Tidal River) didn’t change
the government’s mind the message was clear and the
fight will go on.

Dropping the creation of the Murray River Reserve,
which aimed to connect national parks along the river
and return cattle grazing to these sensitive areas.
Abolished all regulations and fees relating to firewood
collection in state forests, a policy which has been in
place since 1958. This means the fallen branches and
debris so critical to healthy eco-system habitats will be
stripped from our forests.
Source:VNPA Website.
For a number of years now, I have reported on the
challenges of trying to address the issues of climate
change, sea level rise and loss of biodiversity and habitat. Last year, with the demise of the Gillard/Rudd Government and the installation of the Abbott Government,
environment and climate policy barely rates a mention.
In the weeks before last year’s election Rudd dropped
the carbon tax as policy and took $200,000,000 plus
out of the biodiversity fund (carbon tax revenue) to
fund election promises (Whatever happened to his:
“Climate change is the great moral challenge of our
generation. Climate change is not just an environmental challenge. Climate change is an economic challenge,
…..”)?
The election of the Abbott government in September
sees a deliberate and concerted effort that has the potential to undo many of the environment gains that
have been painfully achieved over recent decades.
Some of these include:

•

A pledge to remove the carbon tax.

•

The 5% RenewCartoon Courtesy C.J. Bradshaw
able Energy Target (RET) is under review and Abbott has aready
indicated that it is more likely to be an aspirational target.

If you haven’t seen it the video can be seen on the
VNPA website at: http://vnpa.org.au/page/bushwalking
-and-activities/events/shine-a-light-for-parks-at-theprom
Right now in the state of Victoria our National Parks are •
under increasing threat from:Cattle grazing in the Alpine National Park just approved
by the Federal Minister for Environment;
A proposed a review to allow greater access for mineral prospecting in national parks
Proposed logging under the guise of ecological thinning in parks and reserves as part of the Timber Industry Strategy.
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Meanwhile the Climate Change Commission has
recently come out and said that we must have a
15% reduction in emissions by 2020. The Climate
Change Commission is due to be abolished in July
when the new Senate comes in.

•

Removal of so called “Green Tape”.

•

The “Minister” for Environment, Greg Hunt is
granting himself retrospective legal immunity
from knowingly causing environmental damage,
for any decisions he undertakes. This comes
from someone who apparently uses Wikipedia as
a scientific reference and gets his scientific advice from who knows where.

Amending the National Parks Act to allow firewood
collection in our newly created and hard won red gum
parks along the Murray River.
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•

•

No Science Minister has been appointed, a
number of enquiries including the RET review
have been stacked with climate change deniers
and the Great Barrier Marine Park Board has
apparently been subverted, ignoring their own
scientific advice that dumping dredging spoil
within the Marine Park is NOT ok.

350.Org – Global Climate Action on reducing emissions: http://350.org.au/

A refusal by Abbott and his ministers to discuss climate change. When the media raises
the issue the response is usually 3 words or
less: meaningless slogans. This effectively removes the reality of the climate emergency we
are in from the mass media and public domain. ---- If you don’t talk about it, it doesn’t
exist and therefore is not a problem!!!

Rainforest Resue – Global & International: http://
www.rainforestrescue.org.au/

It seems that we as a nation and at a global level,
are failing to understand that the 2o of global temperature rise is now locked in, even if we stopped
CO2 emissions today. The increasing frequency and
intensity of storms, bushfires and floods is locked in.
There is no serious intergenerational planning that is
prepared to pay for and act now to benefit future
generations. There are, apparently, no votes in it!
The list goes on and leaves the daunting problem of
what we as a Conservation Society and individuals
can do about it? As a smallish Conservation Society it
is difficult to have significant influence beyond our
local area which we continue to do with lots of successful outcomes.

Go Fossil Free – Aust & Global: http://
gofossilfree.org/australia/
Rainforest Resue – Global: http://www.rainforestrescue.org/

And if you really want to know the parlous state of
the environment go to CJ Bradshaw’s: http://
conservationbytes.com/
And many more – If you could let us know of any
others we will put them up on our website: http://
www.sgcs.org.au/
SGCS Divests its Funds from one of the Big Four
Banks:
http://350.org.au/ and http://gofossilfree.org/
australia/ work together advocating that we all divest
our money from Banks, Superannuation Funds and
Shares that invest in or loan funds to the fossil fuel
industry.
We can all send a powerful message to these fund
managers by closing our accounts and telling them
why. I have raised this issue before in previous
newsletters and some might say it will have little or
no impact but this tactic is having significant success
in the U.S. and is beginning to create change in Australia.

At a bigger picture level, we engage and support
larger organisations such as the Australian Conservation Foundation, Environment Victoria, Landcare, the
The Society has now closed all our accounts with the
Victorian National Parks Association and a growing
NAB who have loans/investment in the development
number of lobbying and people pressure organisaof the giant ports in Qld for export of coal and CSG.
tions such as Getup and Avaaz.
Click here for details.
Many of our members also support these organisaSome Good News on Solar PV:
tions by signing petitions, attending rallies, writing
letters and donating funds.
Supported by the Australian Renewable Energy
It would be great if everyone joined these groups to
assist; --- the more pressure placed on Government
the more chance of restoring some sanity into protecting the environment and acting on global warming.

Agency and the NSW Government, AGL will deliver
large-scale solar PV power projects with a total capacity of 155 MW (AC) at Nyngan (102 MW) and Broken Hill (53 MW) in regional New South Wales. Click
here for details.

Below is a list of some of the many worthwhile organisations:

Governance & the New Model Rules:
In November 2012, the Victorian State Government
replaced the Associations Incorporation Act 1981
with the Associations Incorporation Reform Act
2012 .This introduced and changed the Model Rules
under which all Incorporated bodies operate. Whilst
we continue to operate under our current constitution if an inconsistency arises between our association's existing rules and the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012, the requirements of the Act
must apply.

Getup – Local/Australian issues: https://
www.getup.org.au/
Environment Victoria: http://
environmentvictoria.org.au/
Australian Conservation Foundation: http://
www.acfonline.org.au/
Avaaz – Local & Global Issues: http://
www.avaaz.org/en/
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For more information go to: http://
www.consumer.vic.gov.au/clubs-and-not-for-profits/
incorporated-associations/adapting-to-the-newlaws#statement-of-purposes

Vivian Hughes – Executive & Administrative Officer.
Debbie Williams – Executive, Vice President, Shop Committee, Shop Assistant, Education Committee, Education Officer and Inverloch Branch Leader.

In effect the new Rules replace our current constitution.

Noreen Matier – Executive & Treasurer - Retiring.

A working party has been looking at the new Rules and
recommends that the Association adopt the Model Rules
under the new Act. We have been through the new
Model Rules and made minor alterations which are within the Act but will align more with the way we operate.
Basically we have recommended the adoption of the
format and content of the Model Rules as outlined in the
Act. We have sought legal advice on these changes and
are currently awaiting a final response.

Pauline Taylor – Executive, Shop Manager and Shop
Committee;
Aletta Dogterom – Executive & Membership Officer who
retired during the year – Thanks for your input over
many years.
Marion Haupt – Executive, Foster Branch and Shop
Committee.
Dave Berry – Executive, Website and Publicity Officer.

In addition to this it is proposed that we adapt our current constitution which will be used as an “Operating
Manual” that complies with the requirements of the
Model Rules.

Frank Hirst – Long-suffering Newsletter Editor
Michelle Ward –Education Committee & Education Officer.

The Model Rules, with our proposed changes will be forwarded to all members shortly. There will also be an
explanation of how these new Rules differ in effect from
our current Constitution. At the AGM of the Society on
Sunday May 4 a motion will be put to accept these new
Rules of Association as distributed. Although there will
be room for discussion about the Rules on the day, it
will not be possible to alter the motion or Rules on the
day as 21 days notice needs to be given.

Mike Cleeland - Education Committee & Education Officer.
Rod Webster – Executive, Chair Education Committee &
Education Officer.
Mary-Ellen Cantieni – Education Committee.
Lucy Simmet – Education Committee.
Laurel Nowland – Shop Committee (retired) & ongoing
Administrative Advisor.

As the document is quite long it will be emailed out to
everyone. For those that don’t have email it will be
available on our website the same day it is emailed out.
For those that don’t use email or have access to the
internet we will make a hard copy available at the BEC
and at other locations if there is a demand for it. Copies
will be mailed out to any member who has no other
means of access and asks for one.

Cheryl Tyler – Shop Committee
Cynthia Hensley – Shop Committee.
Bruce Atkin – Education Committee, DEPI – Coastcare
Facilitator.
All those I have forgotten to mention
I look forward to seeing you at the AGM on May4 at
11.45am for a 12noon start.

Special thanks to:
Margaret Barnard – Executive & Secretary – Retiring &
many thanks for a fantastic effort.

Dave Sutton - President

Vacant Executive Positions:
The Executive meets monthly (usually the 3rd Saturday) and we currently have the following vacancies:
Secretary: The role of secretary under the new Model Rules has changed and now has responsibilities to:-

•

Take and maintain a record of all minutes and documents (at Executive meetings, AGM or any special
meetings that are called);

•

Undertake any reporting requirements to consumer Affairs Victoria (formerly Public Officer’s role);

•

Maintain a register of members. (Actually done by Membership Officer.)

Note: Administrative backup is available for the Secretary. This can be used to follow up issues or to attend
meetings when the Secretary is not available.
Treasurer: Undertake account payments, banking, organize staff payments. Prepare and present a monthly financial report for the executive and a yearly report for independent audit and report to the AGM.
If you are interested or know someone who is interested in undertaking these roles please complete the nomination form on page 11 of this newsletter.
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BEC Shop Annual Report
This year, unfortunately, we have had to farewell four
long-standing shop volunteers. We thank them most
sincerely for their generous support of the shop over a
number of years and we shall miss their friendly faces.
On a brighter note, we have welcomed three new shop
volunteers and we hope that they will enjoy working
with us as part of our volunteer group.
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Society’s annual Flower Show in Leongatha and the
Sustainability Festival in Korumburra. Whilst our location at the Flower Show was not as favourable as last
year due to new restrictions placed on the space available to the APS for the show, we still managed to sell
about the same amount of stock as last year. Having a
presence at both of these venues provides us with valuable opportunities to promote the Society and the
availability and range of reference books in the shop.

The Shop Committee has also seen some changes with
Laurel resigning from the Committee after many years
of strong support and hard work. Committee members
enjoyed a farewell lunch with Laurel and we are
pleased that she will continue in the role of a shop volunteer. Rod Webster has joined us on the Committee
and we look forward to working with him especially in
his capacity as Chairman of Bunurong Coast Education.

During December this year, prior to the commencement of the school holidays, we trialled opening for one
extra day a week (Thursday) and we will review the
outcomes of this trial before deciding whether or not to
repeat this exercise during the next financial year.
Personally I would like to thank the Shop Committee
for their continued support and assistance throughout
the year and on behalf of the Committee, many thanks
to all the Shop Volunteers whose generosity with their
time and skills directly translates into shop profits and
consequently dividends for the Society.

As usual throughout the year we have had some very
quiet times (middle of winter) and some very busy
times (school holidays) in the shop. Overall, we have
had quite a good year and we are pleased to be able to
hand over a healthy dividend to the Society from the
last 6 months of trading.

Pauline Taylor - BEC Shop Manager

We held stalls again this year at the Australian Plant

Foster Branch Annual Report
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We keep in touch by emails and phone calls and contin- NOVEMBER:- Planting at the Rotunda was done in Sepue to hold our regular four meetings for the year.
tember as agreed and this replaced the November
meeting. No working bees in October (bad weather) or
MAY:- Jill Plowright gave us a talk about Hooded PlovNovember (Cup Day)
ers at Walkerville, with a lot of photographic material.
FEBRUARY:- This was scheduled as a public meeting ,
We all learnt something about the birds, though some
people already knew most of it.
with Jim Whelan from Wilsons Promontory as speaker.
Jim had to cancel due to the fire situation. He hopes
AUGUST:- Gary Wallis, assisted by Mike Cleeland, gave
to be available at our May meeting.
us much information about the recent discovery of fossils at Koonwarra. We had made this a public meeting
Millie Howell had a petition to be signed by anybody
and got a good response. Mike had several boxes of
who wished to stop exporting brown coal. Millie had
fossils which he explained and allowed people to hanalready signed the petition which was forwarded to her
dle. They both told us about other fossil discoveries in from Environment Vic. Most of those present signed it.
other parts of the world which prompted diggings in
It was agreed that the working bees should continue on
Australia.
the first Tuesday of each month, weather permitting.
Mary Elis informed us that the plants for the Rotunda
All office bearers remain the same as nobody else was
area were available and we agreed to plant at the Sep- willing to take it on.
tember working bee.
Marion Haupt - Foster Branch Secretary

Membership Annual Report

March 2014

Aletta Dogterom resigned from her position as Membership Officer in November 2013, after many years of
hard work and dedication. She maintained excellent
records and provided a great deal of assistance to me
during the learning phase (still ongoing). I thank her
for her patience.

10 life members and 30 new members. We have lost a
few members, due to health and relocation, however
gained a huge increase in new members over the
year. The Membership year commences on 1st March
2014 - details for renewal are shown on the back page
of the Newsletter

Our current membership stands at 278, which includes

Vivien Hughes – Membership Officer
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Bunurong Coast Education Annual Report
BCE has continued to provide engaging activities for
visiting school groups. Primary school students providing the more significant numbers. The coastal environment is our 'classroom' but the education room and
shell museum are wonderful spaces to enthral and present our programs.
The adult education program has continued throughout
the year with varying support depending on the activity
and the timing of the event. Sessions covered such
diverse topics as Fungi, photography, climate change,
whales and plant identification. We are very keen to
continue this program.
Our ability to engage with the community and streamline booking procedures has been much enhanced by
use of internet technology and enhancements to our
website. Thanks to Dave Berry schools and family
groups can peruse our offerings and book activities
online. We can receive feedback through Facebook and
we use email to directly promote ourselves to over 200
schools.
School holiday programs have expanded into each
break and gained support even over winter. Children
and visitors continue to be drawn to Mike's dinosaur
presentations and we are very lucky to have this regional point of interest along with Mike's knowledge and
enthusiasm. Spotlighting, astronomy and geological
activities, along with rockpooling have also been regularly scheduled.

Mt Evelyn Secondary College students weeding Sea
Spurge in front of the Angler's Club , Inverloch
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These summer holidays we ran 50 sessions including many
for Coastcare's fantastic Summer by the
Sea (SBTS) program,
The Big 4 Caravan
park and the RACV, and also expanded our own activities
This year we displayed at Greening Australia's
"Melbourne Toolbox for Environmental Change" held at
Melbourne Museum and also "World Environment Day"
activities in San Remo.
The Committee has been wonderfully served by many
people; none more so than by Laurel Nowland whose
organisational skills are now being missed. We wish
her the best in 'retirement'. A special mention for
Michelle Ward's chairing and consistent commitment,
and to each of the committee members who have contributed over the year. We welcomed Lucy Simmett
and Louise Wilson and I am optimistic this group will
continue to enhance the resources and programs on
offer.
Thankyou to Pauline Taylor and the shop volunteers
who often help when we are running activities and to
Noreen and Vivien whose administrative support enables us to focus on our programs.
Very special thanks to South Gippsland Water whose
financial support enables us to continue our work and
whose encouragement we appreciate. Also to Bruce
Atkin, Coastcare Facilitator whose guidance, financial
support and personal encouragement have been so essential.
For the second year in a row Bunurong Coast Education
was 'runner up' in the education section of the Victorian
Coastal Awards for Excellence. The recognition is appreciated but the real satisfaction comes from seeing
the look of wonder and excitement on the faces of our
young visitors as they explore our coastal treasures.
African Baba Dioum wrote in 1968: "... we will conserve only what we love, we will love only what
we understand, and we will understand only what
we are taught." We are all teachers if we show passion for our natural environment.
Rod Webster - Education Committee Chair

Firewood

Easy-splitting, plantation-grown Eucalypt

“The closest you’ll get to carbon neutrality and still be warm!
Delivered in South Gippsland:- $130 (Inverloch) per tray ute load (1.7 cubic
meters).
Grown and supplied by Frank Hirst 5659 7245
***$5 donated to the Society for every load sold to SGCS members ***
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Inverloch Branch Annual Report
The Inverloch branch continues to make an impact at
the Jazz Festival every labour day weekend in March. I
can report that even though we did not win a prize in
2013, with the colour and excitement of our group, we
made a strong statement. The message being- "Get on
your bike, choose two wheels not four, reduce your carbon emissions". Decorated bicycles in rainbow colours
certainly stood out. Some had baskets of flowers, or
colourful umbrellas atop. Thankyou to all participants,
around 20 members.
We continued to work at Thompson Estate, Ayr Creek
and of course Screw Creek planting approximately 1300
planter tubes on the west side of the creek. It is inspiring to see a group enjoying themselves planting, imagining the extension of the amazing gums on this west
side of Screw Creek, which are possibly100 years old or
more.
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During the year a plant rescue occurred from several
building blocks in the town where a variety of lilies, trigger plants, and grasses were able to be transferred to
Thompson Estate, or elsewhere, to survive, rather than
be smothered by the inevitable new house. Awareness
of the environment around us is very important as development stealthily impacts on flora and fauna in our
area. These anecdotes form an incidental record of
what is happening around us.
In addition it is necessary to be vigilant about observing
any work being done on the reserves as behind the
scenes occasionally damage happens due to ignorance.
For example the Themeda grasses and wild flowers at
Thompson Estate, are sometimes overlooked during
mowing or fire management.

Two plantings, and a third with a school, included species representing the EVC of Banksia Woodland. This
revegetation will continue this year, so be ready to join
us. There are approx 3000 to plant around the tip area.
Thanks to Megan for supplying the plants, and for her
efficient secretarial work, as well as sending messages
reminding us of working bees or meetings.
At monthly meetings members share sightings of flora
and fauna or environmental happenings, such as the
Yellow-nosed Albatross washed up on the beach, the
January flowering of the Hyacinth Orchid, or the Swamp Plants were renewed on Ayr Ck after a pipeline was conRat found at Ayr Creek.
structed along the path.
A group of us watched the annual migration of eels
when Wreck Ck flooded opening up the creek for the
eels to start their long journey to the Coral Sea.

This past year we trialled an evening dinner meeting in
the middle of the year, but it wasn't well attended. It
sounded like a good idea at the time! Our final BBQ
was held at the end of November when a relaxed time
was enjoyed by many members.
Despite a few grant failures (Bunurong Coast, Inverloch
to Wonthaggi Trail Section 1 and Saltmarsh at Screw
Ck.) the Branch continued to work steadily: we would
have been busy if all were successful!.
Weeding is still the most important activity, and it does
help to be teaming up with Landcare, Vic Roads or Bass
Coast Shire, as we have done at times during the year.
Thank you to those organisations for their work.

Everyone contributes so overall we get a picture of what
is happening around our local area. Another story told
us of the Buff banded Rail returning to the streets of
Inverloch. Or a Koala is seen in Norman Av. We hear
continuing stories of the struggling Hooded Plovers or
sightings of the rare Orange-bellied Parrot and Freckled
Duck. Amazing and encouraging to know of these examples in amongst the small, constantly developing
town of Inverloch.

Coastal award nominations required a group to attend
at the Museum where we were able to catch up with
many like minded people.
Over all the Inverloch Branch continues to work for the
environment and thank you to all who contributed during 2013.
Hope to see members working productively in 2014.
Debbie Williams - Inverloch Branch Leader
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Breakthrough for Bioenergy in Australia
A new bioenergy system has just been installed at the
Beaufort Hospital. A modified shipping container with a
wood-chip-fuelled heating boiler and boiler fuel store
inside was lifted into position on 31st January. The new
boiler will provide most of the hospital’s heating needs
and significantly reduce its heating costs. The existing
LPG boilers will be retained as backup .

the public to view an operating system, see how it
works and what bioenergy could do for them. Woodchips to fuel the boiler will be supplied by a local
sawmill.

“The boiler house will contain a viewing window and
real-time information display so anyone can see the
system in operation and see how it’s performing at any
The installation is at the rear of the hospital, with piptime. Based on its popularity overseas, I expect bioening connecting the boiler to the hospital’s existing heat- ergy will become much more common in Australia as
energy prices rise, “Mr Scherger said.
ing system. Project Manager, Mr Daryl Scherger said
“The new boiler is a 110kW Hargassner unit built in
Austria. The shipping container boiler house was built
in Melbourne and fitted out in Ballarat. A number of
local tradespeople have gained valuable experience in
bioenergy due to the project. The installation is part
of the Regional Bioenergy Project which has been
funded by the Victorian Government under its Victorian Adaptation and Sustainability Partnership. The aim
of the project is to provide a demonstration site for
bioenergy.”
“Using bioenergy is common place in Europe but not in
Australia, “Mr Scherger said. The installation will allow
The new boiler house being lowered into position

Footnote from Andrew Lang, Western District farm forester and World Bioenergy Association board member for
Australasia-Oceania:The installation of the new biomass-to-heat system at Beaufort hospital just west of Ballarat will show the way
for many similar institutions not on the natural gas grid which are struggling with energy costs. It’s expected to
cut the hospital’s heating bills from $80,000 to about $20,000, with that most of that 20K staying in the regional economy.
This might seem to the casual observer as 'just another project', but many see it as a real breakthrough. Hopefully it’s 'one small step for the contractor (who does this often in NZ), but a real stride forward for Australia'.
There are examples of most bioenergy technologies in Australia and some of large scale, but it is encouraging to
see an installation like this that can demonstrate how the economics and logistics work for this scale of system.
Biomass-to-heat is the most cost-effective option for many institutions and business that need a supply of heat
year-round for washing, kitchens or industry processes. In most other parts of the world biomass is widely
used to fuel such efficient modern systems, but their introduction in Australia has been relatively retarded by
absence of effective policy and lack of information. For more information contact the project officer Daryl
Scherger, Pyrenees shire, (03) 5349 1100. daryl.scherger@pyrenees.vic.gov.au

And it wouldn’t be Inverloch this summer without a comment on the dogs-on-beaches debate!
Many SGCS supporters will have views on the Bass Coast
Council’s current ‘trial ban’ on dogs at Inverloch’s beaches.
Personally, as the owner of a dog that loves the water, I
think the ban is both crazy and clumsily instituted.

(say) of 200m. minimum length – for no dogs at all; for
dogs on leads; and for dogs off leads. The first (which
many councils have, on parks and beaches) can be selected to prioritise the most sensitive flora and fauna littorals
– an improvement on the previous single ‘all dogs on
leads’ policy. Dogs could also be kept off the best beaches
for little kids. And the simple apportioning of territory is
much easier for users to understand (and rangers to police) than complex seasonal or daily time zones.

However, I was disappointed to see that a dog-owners’
meeting in January had a majority in support for a simple
return to the previous rule which, it should be noted by a
conservationist, were rarely enforced.

Given the models provided by many coastal local governOur dog, who feels the summer scorchers, says a late inment authorities, it baffles me why the BCS Council, and
clusion in the trial of a place to swim only early or late in
it’s advisory committee on animals, has found it so hard to
the day is what only dumb humans would dream up!
devise a regime that gives reasonable opportunity to all
Ken Blackman (and his dog)
the major interests involved: one or more areas – each
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Prom’n’aides complete eight years’ work
On Thursday 12 December, the Prom’n’aides had a cel- •
ebration and thank you from Parks Victoria on completing eight years’ work monitoring the vegetation at Wil•
sons Promontory.
After the 2005 fire that spread from Tidal River to the
Light Station, a post-fire workshop was held on 15 and
16 August 2005. Participants included rangers at the
Prom, as well as representatives from La Trobe University, Arthur Rylah Institute and Melbourne University.
It was decided to do some post-fire monitoring of the
vegetation, looking at fire severity and vital attributes.
A group of volunteers from the South Gippsland Conservation Society and Friends of Wonthaggi Heathland
began assessing vital attributes in September and the
work continued until December.

•

Is there a correlation between vegetation recovery and small mammal abundance?
Are grazing-exclusion plots effective in protecting
threatened orchid species?
Can the invasion of Coast Tea-tree into grassy
woodlands be managed using fire as a management strategy?

This has been one of very few long-term projects monitoring vegetation in Victoria. The database holds a vast
amount of information about recovery after fire.
The volunteers, with a wide range from nothing to expert botanical knowledge, have been able to carry out
the recording, measurement and assessment with a
remarkable degree of accuracy.

In December 2005, Frank Burrows, an exchange ranger
from Parks Canada, arrived and took over the project of
post-fire monitoring. He designed a project and the
Prom’n’aides started work in February 2006 and have
been working once a month since then, apart from interruptions caused by fire in 2009 and flood in 2011.
We were joined in 2010 by more volunteers from the La
Trobe Valley Field Naturalists.

This doesn’t reflect the enjoyment we all had being involved. We had two overnight stays at the Light Station, working during the day on the way there and
again on the way back. We had several lunch breaks
on Five Mile Beach or at the end of Springs Track on
Corner Inlet. We had tours of the areas affected by fire
and flood. To quote Professor Jones of Hull University:
‘Research is organised play for adults.’

The original team included 10 people, but by the end of
eight years there were 60 volunteers. Generally there
were 18 to 24 people prepared to work each month.
The volunteers have been amazing. They have worked
under all conditions of weather from very hot to pouring rain. They were remarkably dedicated to the work
and they scrambled without complaint through some
very uncomfortable bush to get to the sites.

Why are we stopping? We have completed the original
project and the sites have become inaccessible because
of the regrowth.
Thank you to Parks Victoria for facilitating the work.
‘All that most volunteers have in common is a desire to
do something at once social, out of doors and out of the
ordinary. What they look for are challenging projects
with a specific goal.’

There have been a few different rangers in charge of
the project since Frank returned to Canada. Our good
fortune has been to have the dedicated ranger Dan
Jones, for several years, through another fire in 2009
and the flood of 2011.

Mary Ellis

All the data has been entered on an Excel database
stored on the Parks Victoria computer system.
The original project was to monitor the recovery of
Grassy Woodland and Dune Scrub after the 2005 fire.
After our first year, other projects were added including:

•

Recovery of vegetation after the use of sea water
on the Larkin Cove fire in 2006 .

•

Vegetation monitoring of small mammal trapping
sites.

•

Vegetation monitoring of exclusion plots for Eastern Spider Orchid sites.

•

Big Hummock restoration of grassy woodland.

•

Pre- and post-fire monitoring at various sites.

Analysis of the results may give answers to management questions such as:

•

How long does it take vegetation to recover from
fire?

•

Does dousing the fire with sea water affect the
recovery of vegetation?

The Prom’n’aides’ unstinting work at Wilson’s Promontory has
produced a wealth of data on habitat recovery after fire.
Here they’re seen having lunch on a rainy day working at the
grazing exclusion site in October 2011 with Ranger Dan Jones.
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From my Inverloch Verandah...
Last September exactly five months after the Buff-banded
Rail had appeared in my garden it disappeared and also
from the garden across the road. Now four months later it
(or another one) has returned to both gardens. It spends
more time across the road. Maybe it knows the neighbour
alongside has adopted a cat!
One recent fine summer morning I was on the front veranda enjoying the views when down the far side of the street
came a fox in beautiful condition. It investigated the recently mown vacant blocks across the road without disturbing the pair of Masked Lapwings that live there before
it disappeared towards the road to the beach. For a conservationist the only good fox is a dead one but it was a
lovely creature!
Since November a pair of Little Ravens and their two
young have been visiting the bird-baths in the back garden, one at ground level and one .75 metre off ground.
Sometimes there are disturbing noises and bangs on the
roof caused by these birds enjoying a picnic up there.
They perch on the covered unused chimney to bash hard

or difficult items on the chimney or drop their crusts, chop
bones and occasionally large paper milk drink containers
on the roof. Winds eventually blow the drink containers to
the ground but if it is something solid dropped the onlooking birds pounce for a share.
Again on the veranda late in January enjoying a long summer evening when a ringtail possum jumped form the
street tree (Eucalyptus ficifolia) to the electric cable from
corner pole to neighbour's house. It paused for some time
and was not disturbed as I took a bucket of water to the
bird bath. After some minutes it went up the cable to the
corner pole, turned right to a power line along the side
street and at greater speed (with light behind it) along to
the next pole 49 metres distant. From there it was able to
jump into a Cedar Wattle and from the lower branch onto a
bottlebrush, then along the back fence to the nectarine
tree. Now I know whose teeth marks I found that morning
in a neat circular hole on an unripe nectarine.
Eulalie Brewster

A Surprise In the Inverloch Channel
I had not recently dived in the channel adjacent to the rock platform on which
we take so many SBTS visitors, generally preferring to explore the Bunurong
Marine National Park. However on a whim I decided to have a quick snorkel
in the now shallow water to see how life compared with that currently found
above the low tide line. The sea grass beds looked healthy and where there
was cover from rocky outcrops and ledges there were many small fish such as
Sweep, black and white Zebra Fish and Moonlighters. Small Black-lined Sea
Hares and their egg masses were prevalent amongst the short covering seaweeds as were small sponges of orange and purple. Sausage-shaped egg
masses of the Moon Snail also lodged amongst the weed. Larger fish included
Leatherjacket, a sleeping Wrasse and the oft-present Spiky Globefish and its
relative the much maligned, but beautiful, Smooth Toadfish. I was aware
that Sea Horses have been found in the inlet but nevertheless was excited to
catch site of the bright yellow, expanded bellies of two large "pregnant" male
Pot-bellied Sea Horses and (presumably) accompanying female anchored together below a mass of seaweeds trapped in a tea tree 'snag'. Their large
size (about 25 cm ) shouldn't have, but also came as a surprise.
Rod Webster

The Dinosaur Dig
As members will be aware, the regular Dinosaur dig at
Inverloch did not occur this summer. Instead, after over
20 seasons of digging at Inverloch, Museum Victoria decided to conduct a summer dig at the Eric The Red (west)
site near Cape Otway. The site, named after the nearby
shipwreck, had earlier shown promise after the discovery
of an articulated hind foot and tail of a small dinosaur.
Two mammalian teeth, from an upper jaw, had also come
to light.
The February dig was highly successful, producing over
400 bones in 3 weeks, far more than was expected for
this site.

Some examples can be seen at
http://dinodreaming.blogspot.com.au/2014/02/2014-etrw
-field-season.html?m=1
Museum Victoria is currently seeking to confirm funding
for a major dig at Koonwarra in Autumn 2015.
While the Inverloch and Otways sites have yielded several
thousand bones, the incentive to dig at Koonwarra is that
it's geology is more conducive to the preservation of articulated skeletons, rather than just isolated bones. If the
Koonwarra dig goes ahead as planned, lots of volunteer
helpers will be needed, so watch this space!
Mike Cleeland
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South Gippsland Conservation Society

Annual General Meeting
To be held on Sunday 4 May, 2014 at
Bunurong Environment Centre, 1 Ramsay Boulevard, Inverloch
12 noon: SPEAKERS – Aileen and Gabrielle Vening Connecting the dots: Why Arctic Melting Matters
Environmental and Population Issues in Southern Asia
1 pm: LUNCH
Please bring a plate to share. Tea, coffee and fruit juice provided
2 pm ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
& ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Nominations for the positions of:
President, Vice President (two positions),
Secretary, Treasurer, Membership Officer
(Other positions to be appointed by the Executive)
On the form below should be sent to: SGCS, PO Box 60, Inverloch 3996
Or delivered to the Bunurong Environment Centre by 1st May, 2014
For further information, please email: info@sgcs.org.au

South Gippsland Conservation Society Inc.
I wish to nominate:
(President

Nominated By:

………………………………………… For the position of:
Vice President

Secretary

…………………………………………………
(Please print clearly)

Seconded By:

………………………………………………...

Treasurer

Membership Officer)

………………………………………………...
(Please sign)

…………………………………………………
(Please print clearly)

………………………………………………...
(Please sign)

(Financial member of South Gippsland Conservation Society)

I accept the above nomination

………………………………………………………… (Please sign)
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I/We
Of

Email address (please print clearly)
Wish to renew my/our membership
Wish to apply for membership
Wish to make a donation
New members to be nominated and seconded by a member of the S.G.C.S.
Membership subscription

Send cheque or money order to:

Amount

Family

$27.00

Single

$20.00

Concession - single

$15.00

S.G.C.S. Membership Officer
P O Box 60, Inverloch 3996
Pay with cash or EFTPOS at the BEC,
Or pay on-line (current members) to:BSB 633-000 A/c No141390898 Note your name
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